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ABSTRACT
The explosive popularity of e-commerce sites has reshaped users’
shopping habits and an increasing number of users prefer to spend
more time shopping online. This evolution allows e-commerce sites
to observe rich data about users. The majority of traditional recom-
mender systems have focused on the macro interactions between
users and items, i.e., the purchase history of a customer. However,
within each macro interaction between a user and an item, the user
actually performs a sequence of micro behaviors, which indicate
how the user locates the item, what activities the user conducts
on the item (e.g., reading the comments, carting, and ordering)
and how long the user stays with the item. Such micro behaviors
offer fine-grained and deep understandings about users and pro-
vide tremendous opportunities to advance recommender systems
in e-commerce. However, exploiting micro behaviors for recom-
mendations is rather limited, which motivates us to investigate e-
commerce recommendations from a micro-behavior perspective in
this paper. Particularly, we uncover the effects of micro behaviors on
recommendations and propose an interpretable Recommendation
framework RIB, which models inherently the sequence of mIcro
Behaviors and their effects. Experimental results on datasets from a
real e-commence site demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework and the importance of micro behaviors for recommen-
dations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The modern e-commerce sites such as Amazon 1 and eBay 2 offer
hundreds of millions of products for sale. For example, as on June
20th, 2017, Amazon has more than 372 million products 3. It has
become increasingly challenging for consumers to find their inter-
ested items. Recommender systems play a crucial role in mitigating
this information overload problem by suggesting products that
have potentials to fit consumers’ needs. They have been proven to
not only help increase customer satisfaction and create customer
loyalty [34] but also boost many aspects of e-commerce services
such as revenue and growth [24].

Meanwhile, the popularity of e-commerce sites has reshaped
users’ shopping habits and users prefer to spend more time shop-
ping online. For example, on average, American parents spend 7
hours per week on e-commerce sites 4. This evolution enables e-
commerce sites to observe rich data about their users. Figure 1
illustrates a real example of observed data on a user from an e-
commerce site in a short period. The user first enters a page of
iPhone 7 from searching result page. She reads the detailed descrip-
tion, as well as others’ comments and adds it to the cart. Then she
shifts to a page of iPhone 6 from the searching result page and reads
the comments. After that, she browses a page of iPhone 7 cases
from the sale page and orders the case. Finally, she jumps to a page
of Samsung Galaxy from the home page of the e-commerce site.
From a macro perspective as shown in the top subfigure in Figure 1,
the user interacted with iPhone 7, iPhone 6, iPhone 7 cases and
Samsung Galaxy. While from a micro perspective as shown in the
bottom subfigure, each macro interaction includes a sequence of
behaviors that can indicate how the user located the product page
(e.g., the search engine or the sale promotion), whether the user
clicks detailed information about a product (e.g., comments, or spec-
ifications), whether a user carts or orders a product, and how long
the user dwells on a product. In this work, we refer these behaviors

1https://www.amazon.com/
2https://www.ebay.com/
3https://www.scrapehero.com/number-of-products-sold-on-amazon-com-june-2017/
4https://www.bigcommerce.com/blog/ecommerce-trends/#cmtoc_anchor_id_0
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Figure 1: An illustrative example of observed data on a user from a real e-commerce site.

in macro interactions as micro-behaviors. These micro behaviors
can provide fine-grained understandings about users. For example,
locating a product from searching could indicate stronger intents
than from the e-commerce homepage; and longer dwell time on a
product suggests more interests in the product than shorter dwell
time. Hence, exploiting micro behaviors has immense potential to
advance recommender systems. However, such research is rather
limited in the literature.

In this paper, we investigate e-commerce recommendations from
the micro-behavior perspective where (a) data of a user is inher-
ently viewed as a sequence of macro interactions between users
and items; and (b) each macro interaction between a user and an
item includes a sequence of micro behaviors as shown in Figure 1.
One major advantage of the new perspective is – it provides a uni-
fied setting that makes various settings of existing recommender
systems become its special cases:

• if we completely ignore the sequential information of macro
interactions and their micro-behaviors, macro interactions
can be denoted as an user-item matrix, which is the typically
setting for traditional collaborative filtering [29];
• when we completely ignore the sequential information of
macro interactions but consider certain micro behaviors in
macro interactions, our setting is boiled down to traditional
collaborative filtering with implicit feedback from certain
micro behaviors such clicks [12] and dwell time [35]; and
• when we only consider the sequential information of macro
interactions in a session and ignore micro-behaviors within
macro interactions, the studied problem become session-
based recommendations [14, 15, 31].

On the other hand, it also poses tremendous challenges including
(1) how to model sequential information and (2) how to capture
effects from a variety of micro behaviors. Solutions to these two
challenges lead to a novel recommendation framework. Our major
contributions are summarizas follows:

• We uncover the effects of micro behaviors on e-commerce
recommendations;
• We provide a principled approach to capture the sequence
of various micro behaviors mathematically;
• We propose an interpretable Recommendation framework
from the mIcro Behavior perspective RIB, which incorpo-
rates the sequence of micro behaviors and their correspond-
ing effects into a coherent model; and

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework
and the importance of micro behaviors on data from a real
e-commerce site.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
formally define the problem. We perform preliminary data analysis
on micro behaviors in Section 3. In Section 4, we detail the proposed
framework RIB. Experimental results with discussions are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6, we briefly review related work. Finally
we conclude our work and discuss the future work in Section 7.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let P = {p1,p2, ...,pN } be the set of products whereN is the number
of products. A = {a1,a2, ...,aM } be the set of activities a user can
perform whereM is the number of activities. In addition, we also
consider dwell time, which indicates how long a user performs
activities in A. We further assume that there are K different dwell
time choices asD = {d1,d2, ...,dK }. Note that dwell time is typically
continuous and in this work, we discretize it intoK segments. Recall
that in our studied problem, (1) data of a user is a sequence of
interactions between the user and items and (2) each interaction
includes a sequence of micro-behaviors. With the definitions of
P ,A,D, data in our study can be represented as a sequence of tuples
(pi ,aj ,dk ) (or micro behaviors) where pi ∈ P , aj ∈ A, and dk ∈ D.
The tuple (pi ,aj ,dk ) denotes that the user performs the activity aj
on the product pi with dk dwell time.

With the notations and definitions, the problemwewant to study
in this work is formally stated as: Given their historical data of a set
of users, i.e., sequences of tuples (or micro behaviors) (pi ,aj ,dk ), we
aim to build a recommender system that can suggest the next product
for each user which she is interested in.

3 UNCOVERING EFFECTS OF
MICRO-BEHAVIORS

In this section, we begin by introducing the dataset we use for
this analysis and then investigate the effects of micro-behaviors on
e-commerce.

3.1 Data
We collect a dataset from a real e-commerce site in a given period.
It contains four types of information as:
• Click Source. The entrence to a product page (or click
source) can indicate why the user is interested in this prod-
uct. For example, if a customer enters a product page from
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Table 1: Definitions specific to the dataset

Var Attribute Description

pi Product ID SKU (Stock Keeping Unit)
ci Category ID Product category

a1 Home2Product Enter pi from homepage
a2 ShopList2Product Enter pi from category page
a3 Sale2Product Enter pi from sale page
a4 Cart2Product Enter pi from carted page
a5 SearchList2Product Enter pi from searched results

a6 Detail_comments In pi ’s comment module
a7 Detail_specification In pi ’s specification module
a8 Detail_bottom At the bottom

a9 Cart Add pi to cart
a10 Order Order pi

t1 Dwell time 0∼9 seconds
t2 Dwell time 10∼24 seconds
t3 Dwell time 25∼60 seconds
t4 Dwell time 61∼120 seconds
t5 Dwell time >120 seconds

the home page, she may just want to look around and has
no target to buy; while if a customer searches for certain
products and enters one from the searching result page, he
may have a strong intent to buy it. Click source includes the
home page, shopping cart page, sale page, searching result
page and so on.
• Browsing Modules. In a product page, there are several
common modules, such as the brief information (name, price,
thumbnail picture), comments, and specification. Browsing
Modules can help us understand users’ interests. For instance,
if a user browses the comments and specifications instead of
only browsing the brief information, he would have a higher
probability of buying this product.
• Cart and Order. Adding to cart and ordering actions offer
strong signals for recommendations. Adding to cart is usually
a strong sign of buying a product. However, depending on
the characteristics of products, ordering may mean interest
shifting or high potential for re-purchase. For example, if a
customer purchases some snacks, she may repurchase it in
the near future; however, if a customer buys a TV, she is less
likely to buy a TV very soon.
• Dwell time. Dwell time is commonly adopted to measure
the importance of a webpage on a search engine [1, 18, 35].
It denotes the length of time that a visitor spends on a page
before jumping to another page. Typically, the longer the
dwell time, the more interesting the page. The dwell time

also exits in e-commerce sites where it indicates the time a
customer spends on one product.

In the dataset, each product is identified by its SKU (Stock Keep-
ing Unit) as what is done in industry. We discretize continuous
dwell time into 5 segments and each segment has a similar number
of micro behaviors. The definitions of P , A and D specific to the
dataset are demonstrated in Table 1.

Eventually this dataset consists of more than 2, 000, 000 users
and 150, 000 items. The total number of micro behaviors is more
than 90, 000, 000.

3.2 Effects of Micro Behaviors
In this subsection, we investigate the correlations among micro-
behaviors in the sequence. In particular, each time, we choose one
micro behavior and then check how others relate to it.

Figure 2: Ordering vs. Other micro behaviors

Figure 3: Click Source vs. Browsing Modules

Ordering: to study how ordering relates to other micro behav-
iors, we investigate the relation between certain micro behaviors
and the conversion rate. The conversion rate means the percent of
a given behavior that ends with ordering in a time window (or a ses-
sion). The conversion rate of a micro behavior ai can be formulated
as:

Conversion rate =
# behaviors of ai ended with ordering

# behaviors of ai
(1)

The relations between ordering and other micro behaviors are
demonstrated in Figure 2 and Figure 4. In Figure 2, the micro be-
havior “Cart” has the highest conversion rate, which means if a
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Figure 4: Ordering vs. Dwell time. Figure 5: Dwell Time vs. Click Source Figure 6: Dwell Time vs. Browsing Modules

user adds a product to cart, he is more likely to order it in the end.
Similarly, if a user enters a product page from the cart list, he is
also very likely to order it. Besides, if the user reads comments,
specifications or finishes all the contents of a page, he is also very
likely to order it. But if the user just enters a product page without
other behaviors, he is less likely to buy the product in the end. In
Figure 4, we note that within a certain range, the longer the dwell
time is, the higher the conversion rate is. When the dwell time is
out of a certain range, the conversion rate would drop down. If the
user stays much longer than he needs to finish the page, he might
have transferred his attention offline.

Dwell Time: Figure 4 has demonstrated the impact of dwell time
on ordering. We further show how dwell time is related to micro-
behaviors of Click Source and Browsing Modules in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, respectively. In Figure 5, dwell time on a product is related
to how a user locates the product. For example, from searching
pages, she may spend longer time on this product; while if from the
shop list, she is more likely to spend less time on this product. We
also observe from Figure 6 that the longer the dwell time, the more
likely a user would visit the detailed modules including reading
comments and specifications.

Click Source:We have demonstrated that micro behaviors of
Click Source are related to ordering and dwell time. We further
show the relations between Click Source and Browsing Modules in
Figure 3. We notice that the likelihood of clicking detailed modules
is related to the source how a user locates the project. For example,
if a customer locates a product from searching, she has a high
probability to read the comments and specifications of the product.

To sum up, wemake two key observations about micro behaviors
via the above analysis – (1) micro behaviors are correlated; and (2)
the effects of one micro-behavior on others are varied. These two
observations suggest the complexity and challenges of modeling
micro behaviors, however, they also offer important insights to
build a meaningful model for micro behaviors in the following
section.

4 E-COMMERCE RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
FROM A MICRO BEHAVIORS PERSPECTIVE

To model micro-behaviors, there are three major challenges. First,
a user is a sequence of tuples (pi ,aj ,dk ) and there are in total
N ×M × K tuples; thus the user representation (or input data) is

very sparse and high-dimensional. Second, micro behaviors in the
sequence are correlated, then how to model sequential information
of micro behaviors. Third, different micro behaviors have distinct
importance; hence, how to capture varied effects of micro behaviors.
In this work, we propose a framework, which can tackle these three
challenges simultaneously. The architecture of our framework is
shown in Figure 7. It consists of five layers – an input layer, an em-
bedding layer to solve the sparse and high-dimensional challenge,
a RNN layer to model sequential information, an attention layer to
capture varied effects of micro behaviors and an output layer. In
the following subsections, we will detail each layer.

4.1 The Input and Embedding Layers
The input of the model is the data of a user u with a sequence
of n micro behaviors. We formally define it as a sequence Su =
{x1,x2, ...,xn }, where each xi is a tuple.

xt = (pv ,am ,dk ) (2)

pv ∈ R
V is an one-hot indicator vector where pv (i ) = 1 if xi is

about the i-th product and other entities are zero. Similarly am ∈
RM and dk ∈ R

K are indicator vectors for activities and dwell
time, respectively. Each of them indicates a unique element in the
product set P , activity set A, dwell time set D respectively.

The vocabulary sizes of P ,A,D are V ,M,K respectively, and
there are V × M × K tuples in total. Therefore, the input data is
extremely sparse and high-dimensional. We design an embedding
layer to transform the input xt into a low-dimensional dense vector
et , which is formally defined as:

et = concatenate (WPpv ,WAam ,WDdk ) (3)

whereWP ∈ R
dP×V ,WA ∈ R

dA×M ,WD ∈ R
dD×K where dP ≪ N ,

dA ≪ M and dD ≪ K are the numbers of latent dimensions for
products, activities and dwell time, separately. The initial weights
ofWP ,WA,WD are trained via Word2vec [25]. And the final em-
bedding of xt is the concatenation of three embeddings. The new
representation of xt , et is dense with dimension of dP + dA + dD ,
which is much smaller than V ×M × K .

4.2 The RNN Layer
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a class of artificial neural net-
work where connections between units form a directed cycle. This
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Figure 7: The architecture of the proposed framework.

creates an internal state of the network which allows it to exhibit
dynamic temporal behavior. Therefore, we build a RNN layer to
capture the sequential information of micro behaviors. The output
of the embedding layer et is the input of the RNN layer. The t th
hidden state unit output is calculated by

ht = σ (Wehet +Whhht−1 + bt ) (4)

where σ (·) is a nonlinear activation function, e.g. ReLU, sigmoid
or tanh;Weh ∈ Rdh×de ,Whh ∈ Rdh×dh , and bi ∈ Rdh . Thus, the
output on time t is not only decided by the t th input but also by the
output of previous time ht−1. Recurrently, the historical inputs in a
sequence are taken into consideration when making new decisions.
Micro behaviors in the sequence may exist long dependencies. For
example, a customer purchased water one week ago and now she
may be interested in repurchasing the same product again. How-
ever, when the input sequence is long, RNN may have the problem
of gradient vanishing. In other words, when the current micro be-
havior is influenced both by the recent and previous ones, RNN
may not work well. There are two possible solutions. One is the
long short-term memory model (LSTM) [16]. The LSTM updates
its hidden unit by introducing the input gate it , forget gate ft and
output gate ot as:

it = σ (Weiet +Whiht−1 + bi )

ft = σ (Wef et +Whf ht−1 + bf )

ot = σ (Weoet +Whoht−1 + bo )

ct = ft · ct−1 + it · tanh(Wecet +Whcht−1 + bc )

ht = ot · tanh(ct )

(5)

The other solution is GRU, which has the gated recurrent unit[6].
The GRU is similar to the LSTM, using gates to control the hidden
states. However, instead of using input gate it and forget gate ft
to generate a new state, GRU utilizes an update gate zt . GRU has
a reset gate rt to control the input of the former state ht−1. But

unlike LSTM, GRU doesn’t use the output gate.

rt = σ (Wer et +Whrht−1)

zt = σ (Wezet +Whzht−1)

ct = tanh(Wecet +Whc (rt · ht−1))

ht = (1 − zt )ht−1 + ztct

(6)

We empirically find that LSTM and GRU achieve very similar perfor-
mance in the evaluation. Given the simplified structure and faster
training speed of GRU, we choose GRU for the proposed framework.
In our task, each ht means the representation of the t th product
and the micro-behaviors on it. When the context changes, the repre-
sentation of a product is adjusted according to the whole sequence
before it.

4.3 The Attention Layer
Aswe shown in the last section, themicro-behaviors in the sequence
have varied effects on the following micro behaviors. Therefore,
it is important to capture such impacts. To achieve this goal, we
introduce an attention layer [5, 36, 37] that assigns proper weight on
each hidden unit. It helps get a more balanced output. The attention
is formed as

Mt = tanh(Wmht + bm ),Mt ∈ R
k×L

attt = softmax(WaMt + ba ),attt ∈ R
L

output =
T∑
t=1

atttht ,output ∈ R
k

(7)

where at is the attention weight on time t . The attention weight is
mapped from the hidden layer vector into a real valued score by
a function σ (·). In order to achieve enough expressive ability, the
σ (·) is usually implemented by a neural network layer. One of the
implementation is achieved by the above transformation, including
tanh and softmax activation functions. Then the final output is an
attention weighted pooling of the RNN layer. The significance of
the attention layer has two fold. First, it models varied effects of
micro-behaviors in the sequence on recommendations. Second, it
increases the interpretation ability of the proposed framework since
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we can rely on the attention layer to understand how the proposed
framework works.

4.4 Loss Function
After the output layer, we need to apply a powerful loss function
to help learn the weight matrices in the whole model. We choose a
pointwise loss function to compute the cross-entropy

L =
∑
i
−ti log(oi ) (8)

where t is the normalized target embedding and o is the normalized
output embedding.

5 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we empirically evaluate our model on real world e-
commerce datasets and demonstrate the effectiveness of our model.
We first introduce the datasets and experimental settings. Then we
compare the proposed framework with representative baselines
and finally we illustrate the working of the proposed framework
via a case study.

5.1 Datasets
We collect two datasets with different product categories and sizes
from a real e-commerce site. They are named following their prod-
uct categories, “Appliances" and “Computers". The detailed statistics
of the two datasets are shown in Table 2. Both of them include 10
activities and 5 dwell time buckets as described in Table 1. Note that
“TNMI" in the table denotes the total number of macro interactions
and “TNMB” denotes the total number of micro behaviors.

Table 2: Statistics of Datasets.

Datasets Appliances Computers
Training Test Training Test

Users 1,058,099 117,566 2,842,871 315,874
SKU 115,498 12,833 134,996 14,999
TNMI 5,290,497 587,833 11,371,485 1,263,498
TNMB 38,091,578 4,232,397 44,222,445 4,913,604

We chooses two widely used metrics to assess the recommenda-
tion performance [14, 15, 17, 22, 23, 31, 32]:
• Recall@k: The proportion of cases with the target among
the top k predictions.
• MRR@k: Mean Reciprocal Rank is the average of reciprocal
ranks of the target. When the rank is larger than k, the
reciprocal rank is set to zero.

Note that we empirically set k = 20 in our experiments. To under-
stand the effects of micro behaviors on recommendation perfor-
mance, we systematically construct the following four datasets for
each raw dataset:
• SKU: Each entity is a tuple with only a SKU, i.e. xt = (pv ).
• SKU+Activity: Each entity is a tuple with a SKU and an
activity, i.e. xt = (pv ,am ).
• SKU+Dwell: Each entity is a tuple with a SKU and a dwell
time bucket, i.e. xt = (pv ,dk ).

• SKU+Micro-behaviors: Each entity is a micro behavior
tuple with a SKU, an activity and a dwell time bucket, i.e.
xt = (pv ,am ,dk ).

5.2 Performance Comparison
We compare our model with the following representative methods.
• POP is a naive baseline that always recommends the most
popular items of the training set. It’s a non-personalized
recommendation method, however, it has been proved to be
comparable to some sophisticated personalized algorithms
[8].
• BPR-MF is one of the most commonly used matrix factor-
ization methods defined in [28].
• Item-KNN is defined as conditional probability-based simi-
larity in [9]. The similarity between items can be defined as
sim(i, j ) =

Freq (i j )
Freq (i )×Freq (j ) , where Freq(t ) means the num-

ber of sequences where an item t shows up.
• Word2vec [26] is a shallow, two-layer neural network that
is trained to reconstruct linguistic contexts of words. In our
work, we could regard each item as a word and train it via
Word2vec. And we only use the word vector of the last item
in a sequence for prediction.
• Word2vec Avg. It applies the same embeddings trained
from Word2vec method. The difference is that it uses the
average of all the embeddings in a sequence for prediction.
• RIB-Attention: It is a variant of the proposed framework
RIB by removing the attention layer.

Note that in this work, we choose GRU as the RNN layer for both
RIB and RIB-Attention. We implement our model using Keras 5. The
experiments are run on a Tesla K20 GPU. The comparison results
are shown in Table 3. Note that numbers in the parentheses denote
the performance improvement compared to the best baseline. Since
the performance of Word2vec and Word2vec Avg. are different on
the two datasets. For the “Appliances" dataset, we choose Word2vec
as the best baseline. For the “Computers", we choose Word2vec
Avg. as the best baseline. From Table 3, we made the following
observations:
• Methods capturing sequential information includingWord2vec,
Word2vec Avg, RIB and RIB-Attention outperforms those
ignoring sequential information such as POP, BPR-MF and
Item-KNN.
• RIB obtains better performance than RIB-Attention. These re-
sults support that capturing varied effects of micro behaviors
can boost the performance of recommendation.
• Among SKU, SKU+Activity, SKU+Dwell and SKU + Micro-
behaviors, RIB consistently obtains the best performance
on SKU+Micro-behaviors. These observations suggest the
importance of micro-behaviors on recommendations.

To sum up, the proposed framework achieves the best perfor-
mance because (1) it models sequential information; (2) it captures
micro behaviors and (3) it models varied effects of micro behaviors.
In the following subsection, we use a case study to understand why
the proposed framework works.

5https://keras.io
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Table 3: Performance Comparison

Data type Model
Appliances Computers

Recall@20 MRR@20 Recall@20 MRR@20

SKU

POP 0.0088 0.0028 0.0149 0.0085

BPR-MF 0.1255 0.0578 0.0747 0.0271

Item-KNN 0.1806 0.0738 0.1101 0.0464

Word2vec 0.3645 0.1295 0.3012 0.1044

Word2vec Avg. 0.3668 0.1268 0.3152 0.1088

RIB-Attention 0.4587(+25.84%) 0.1676(+29.42%) 0.3816(+21.07%) 0.1362(+25.18%)

RIB 0.4732(+29.82%) 0.1718(+32.66%) 0.4043(+28.27%) 0.1456(+33.82%)

SKU+Activity
RIB-Attention 0.4615(+26.61%) 0.1724(+33.13%) 0.4092(+29.82%) 0.1443(+32.63%)

RIB 0.4842(+32.82%) 0.1776(+37.14%) 0.4204(+33.38%) 0.1481(+36.12%)

SKU+Dwell
RIB-Attention 0.4673(+28.2%) 0.1745(+34.75%) 0.4108(+30.33%) 0.1482(+36.21%)

RIB 0.4822(+32.29%) 0.1766(+36.37%) 0.4269(+35.44%) 0.149(+36.95%)

SKU+Micro-behaviors
RIB-Attention 0.474(+30.04%) 0.1784(+37.76%) 0.4227(+34.11%) 0.1516(+39.34%)

RIB 0.4889(+34.13%) 0.1793(+38.46%) 0.4332(+37.44%) 0.1533(+40.9%)

5.3 A Case Study
In the last subsection, we demonstrate that the proposed framework
outperforms various representative baselines. In this subsection,
we aim to understand why the proposed framework RIB works.
As discussed before, the attention layer equipped the proposed
framework with the ability of interpretation. Therefore, we can
understand the effects of micro behavior on recommendations via
visualizing the attention layer.

Figure 8 illustrates an example from the “Appliances" dataset and
we visualize the attention layers of the proposed framework on SKU,
SKU+Activity, SKU+Dwell and SKU+Micro-behaviors. The left part
shows a sequence of macro interactions and micro behaviors. The
left bottom is what the customer actually browses in this sequence
for the next time. There are 4 types of input tuples to show the
influence of micro behaviors. The predicted rank of the ground
truth is shown at the right bottom. From this case study, it can be
observed:

• When the input tuple only consists of SKU, the attention
is mainly decided by position and repetition of the prod-
uct. Since Joyoung Juicer is the last of the input and shows
twice in the sequence, the two Joyoung products have higher
attention.
• When the activity is added to SKU, the attention becomes
more fine grained. The last Joyoung still has the highest
attention. But Aux Blender is getting more attention. This
may be due to the activity number and the “Cart" and “De-
tail_specification" activities.

• When dwell time is added to SKU, the difference is that Aux
Blender gets higher attention than the first Joyoung Juicer.
This corresponds to the dwell time on these two products.
Aux Blender has the longest dwell time which may mean
the customer’s deeper interests.
• When both the activity and dwell time are added to SKU,
Aux Blender and Joyoung Juicer get higher attention. This
may due to their “Cart" activity and long dwell time.
• From the final prediction result, we could tell the attention
change corresponds to the rank precision. Micro-behaviors
help understand the macro sequence and thus improve the
prediction.

Via the case study, the proposed framework not only can achieve
more accurate recommendations via modeling micro behaviors but
also can naturally provide the interpretation for recommendations.

6 RELATEDWORK
The most common and traditional methods used in item recommen-
dation are matrix factorization models and neighborhood methods.
The matrix factorization models learn a latent representation of
users and items that, when decomposed, produce an approximation
of the rating that a user would give to an item. There exist a lot of im-
proved factorization-based models, such as non-negative matrix fac-
torization, Bayesian personalized ranking[28], general factorization
framework[2], hierarchical Poisson factorization[11], dynamic Pois-
son factorization[4], etc. Another widely used method for item rec-
ommendation is KNN[21]. The similarity between two items is de-
cided by the co-occurrences of them in sessions. There are also some
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Figure 8: A case to understand the working of the proposed framework.

work combining contextual information for recommendation[20,
27]. But these methods rarely apply users’ behaviors directly and
capture the change of behaviors slowly. And deep learning methods
perform better on these problems.

6.1 Deep Learning for Recommendation
Deep learning methods have been applied in kinds of recommenda-
tion problems. [32] achieves improved recommendation accuracy
by jointly performing deep representation learning (a Bayesian
model) for the item content information and collaborative filter-
ing for the ratings matrix. [7] uses deep neural network (DNN)
for recommending YouTube videos, focusing on solving candidate
generation and ranking problems. [10] uses Multi-view DNN to
match rich user features to item features. The proposed model is
scalable to large datasets for dimensionality reduction, and it com-
bines different domains into a single model for learning. [39] makes
use of stacked convolutional auto-encoder to extract the semantic
representation of visual content. And a joint model is designed
by integrating collaborative filtering and visual, textual, structural
knowledge to boost recommendation quality.

6.2 RNN on Sequence Data
Recurrent neural network (RNN) [33] is a deep learning model
helping process sequential data. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
model [16] is a RNN architecture which is suitable when there are
very long time lags between important events in a session. Gated
Recurrent Units (GRU) [6] is a simple version of LSTM.

There exists many works using RNN to classify, process or pre-
dict sequence data. [38] proposes an attention and RNN based
architecture for modeling queries and ads in online advertising. It

learns to assign attention scores to words within a sequence. The
scores can be successfully applied in query rewriting tasks and
can also help modify BM25 metric performance. [40] introduces
an RNN framework for click prediction. It models the dependency
on user’s sequential behaviors into click prediction through the
recurrent structure in RNN. This significantly improves the predic-
tion accuracy. And by enriching user features as input, this work
fairly compares the prediction capability of different user behaviors.
[13] demonstrates an RNN-based item categorization method called
DeepCN. DeepCN uses multiple RNNs for generating features from
text metadata and uses fully connected layers for classifying item
categories from the generated features. It improves the categoriza-
tion accuracy compared to the models using single RNN or using
unigram-based bag-of-words. In [3], RNNs are leveraged to provide
vector representations for the text content associated with items
in collaborative filtering. It helps perform cold-start prediction on
new items.

In recommender systems, RNN is just started to be used for
session-based recommendations. In [14], Hidasi novelly applies
GRU on session-based recommending problems. Comparing with
item-to-item recommendations, this method proves that consider-
ing the whole session instead of one item provides more accurate
recommendations. But [14] only uses item IDs as features. For a
richer representation of the clicked items, in [15], Hidasi contin-
ues his work by applying parallel RNNs for processing both text
and image features. [30] and [19] also solve the session-based rec-
ommendation using recurrent networks. [31] provides two new
session-aware recommendation methods, matrix factorization and
RNN. It concludes that the usage of RNN is considered more attrac-
tive and flexible when no session modeling assumptions is made.
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[17] uses LSTM to learn users’ returning time prediction and item
recommendation. It shows the problem of survival analysis can be
solved by RNN.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we study recommender systems from the micro behav-
iors perspective. Micro behaviors provide deeper understandings
about users, which can be utilized to advance recommender sytems.
The new perspective provides a unified setting for several existing
ones in traditional recommendations. However, modeling micro be-
haviors is challenging, which motivates us to develop a novel frame-
work RIB. Experimental results on datasets from a real e-commerce
site demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework and
uncover the importance of micro behaviors in recommendations.

In this work, we only consider four types of micro behaviors.
We would like to study more types of micro behaviors and their
effects on recommendations. Meanwhile, our current focus is the
domain of e-commerce, however, micro behaviors also exist in
other domains such as movies and news. Therefore, we would like
to recommender systems in more domains from the micro behavior
perspective.
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